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Introduction

In the 1950's and 1960's, the U.S. economy benefitted from a strong rise in produc
tivity. New and improved machinery, better production methods, and huge untapped
domestic markets made it possible for American companies to increase and improve output.,
while holding down costs. Profits increased and workers' wages rose. Many U.S.
manufacturing firms became complacent

During the past fifteen years, however, growth in productivity bas collapsed. The days
when U.S. companies had a near-monopoly on the domestic market and on mass-pro
duction technology are gone forever. American industry is now in the midst of a dynamic
and broad-based change, which will fundamentally alter the ways corporations are managed

Many elements of this drastic transfonDation of industry are well-known:

a. the gathering force of information technologies;
b. the globalization of industrial markets and the formations of cartels like OPEC;
c. the ongoing wave of mergers, takeovers, and restructuring;
d. the complex shifts in regulatory environments;
e. the breakdown of traditional labor-management relationships;
f. the shortening of product life cycles;
g. the rising expectations of customers; and
h. the fragmentation of many markets.

Mandated Change

The transformations in industry brought many manufacturers face to face with man
dated change. Mandated change arises from the external environment of a business; it is
a change which upsets the well-established balance between a firm's resources and pro
spective opportunities. Such changes render useless other internally generated goals, and
mandate new goals imposed by the competitive environment Mandated change can
threaten the survival of a manufacturing business.

Mandated change is not satisfied by simple efforts to improve productivity. Too often
these approaches pare down labor costs and make factory workers more efficient., but
simultaneously hinder innovation and alienate workers. Mandated change requires more
than a short-term fIX [20]. It calls for new strategic thinking and the development and
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nurturing of new shared values. It commands that top management manage from the
"outside-in" rather than from the "inside-out" [13]. Further top management must rec
ognize the difference between their perception of the change and the essential actuality
of the change.

Imposed changes present manufacturing management with an important dilemma in the
relationship between productivity and organizational change: the paradox of instability in
the midst of stability [1]. In the past, too often, manufacturing was taken for granted; it
was accepted as a "given" in the formulation of strategy. It was assumed that manufac
turing operated in a closed system, insulated from external forces. It was the task of the
plant managers to eliminate perturbations and to enhance stability of production.
Manufacturing was perceived to be embedded in rigid physical structures with technical
details and routine decisions. It was seen as the substratum upon which the dynamic,
broad, exciting strategies of finance and marketing rested. "Good manufacturing
operations" were believed to be merely the achievement of low costs and high efficiency.

In times of intense competition, manufacturing cannot be taken for granted in the for
mulation of strategy. It should not be separated or isolated from strategy formulation
and implementation in other functional areas. Manufacturing is the trans1ation of the ideas
from research and development into products, whose standards of quality, cost, availability,
and customer service are equal or swpass the standards set by the most rigorous com
petitors in the futernational market This translation is not so much the production of
innovative, breakthrough products as it is a matter of continuous improvement in pro
cess-and product-technology integrated with the effective utilization of human resources
and with a keen and active understanding of the wants of customers and their buying
behaviors.

Change created by the external environment of a firm, however, demands that orga
nizations be adaptive and creative. Goals set in the marketplace by customers and
competitors call for organizations that are flexible, innovative, and seeking continuous
improvement. Adaptability, creativity, flexibility, and innovation are human attnbutes.
These cannot be assigned to a special segment in an organization. They must be active
in all operations from the receipt of raw materials to the delivery of the finished product
and post-sales service. Maintaining competitive advantage in the time of mandated change
requires a sharp and steady focus on the marketplace simultaneously with a fleXIbility
that permits change in style, attitude, control, and performance methods.

Manufacturing firms seeking both focus and fleXIbility are finding that four factors are
important in building competitive advantage:

a. a keen perspective of markets targeted [19];
b. a recognition that the use and conservation of time [6] and the widespread

sharing of information [18] are key resources of the firm;
c. a new orientation toward human resources, organization, and culture of the

company; [22] and
d. an integrated, proactive manufacturing strategy [10].
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Many manufacturing companies have not recognized these factors, because the trans
formations in American industry have affected different industries and different compa
nies in a variety of ways. Some found that their environmental scanning had been weak.
or incomplete; signals of change were not seen or understood. Others could not believe
that discontinuity could occur because they viewed the future as a continuing extrapola
tion of past trends. Some were trapped by narrowly defmed markets, products, and
competition. Still others found they had neither the resources nor the will to respond
effectively to world-class competition and worldwide markets. Many manufacturers faced
new forces in the external environment which they had never before experienced. Too
many failed to recognize that changes had been mandated.

Faced with the dual aspects of mandated change in American industry-the perception
of the change and its aetuality-business reacted in one of four generic modes [2]:

a. shock: so disturbed as not to be able to shake out of its provincialisms, unable
to unlearn the habits of the past, and incapable of reducing bureaucratic rigidity.

b. retreat: to flee to an available, protective market niche.
c. survival: to shrink to the core of the business - what it does best - and to

try to cope by reassessing the environment, learning new lessons, and by keeping
spirits high.

d. challenge: to create a new vision of the mission of the business and to apply
new perspectives and ideas; to stretch the usual bounds of strategy formulation
and implementation.

The firms in each of these categories lost degrees of strategic freedom [15]. Alliearned
that the ability to adapt to externally imposed goals is critical for survival. The manage
ments of companies in the first two categories wrapped themselves in a "code of silence,"
suffered from "the denial syndrome," became excessively cautious, and could not muster
the intention to compete. Only the firms in the last two categories were willing to face
the struggle of adaptation to mandated change, either reactively or proactively.

Threat of Discontinuity

Mandated change brings the threat of discontinuity into the marketplace. The nature
of this threat may be visualized by the following Venn diagram (Figure 1) representing
a firm's competitive advantage before a discontinuity begins [3]. The configuration of
the three circles is a visualization of the judgment of the manufacturer concerning its
competitive advantage. It is an abstract illustration, not a map with precision. Since a
manufacturer facing mandated change is more concerned about the impact of future
competitive interactions than about the starting position of competitive forces, the initial
Venn diagram may be sketched arbitrarily. Three overlapping circles with equal radii
and equidistant centers may be drawn under the assumption of, at least, momentary
equilibrium among the competitive forces. The manufacturer will be more interested in
the movement of the circles than in their original position (Figure 2).
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Some Examples of Movement in Competitive Space

A strengthens distinctive competencies (increases diameter)
B and C unchanged

A strengthens market orientation (moves to the right)
B and C unchanged

A and B unchanged
C tightens benchmarks (reduces diameter)

A and C unchanged
B shifts loyalty away from A's products (moves to the right)

A and C unchanged
B tightens the specifications of its needs (reduces diameter)

A increases rate of new product development (moves down)
B and C unchanged
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The three overlapping circles are in a region bounded by the dimensions of customer
expectations and of the competitive standards of quality, cost, availability, and customer
service. This region is the field of competitive interactions and may be termed competitive
space; it is abstract construct of the marketplace.

In the diagram, Circle A symbolizes the attnbutes of the manufacturer and its product.
The diameter of the circle represents the strength of the manufacturer's distinctive
competencies. The stronger these competencies and skills and the more they directly relate
to the changing critical success factors of the industry, the larger will be Circle A
Whether the manufacturer follows a niche strategy (a narrow target market) or has a broad
target market, or whether it follows a strategy of overall low cost leadership or one of
differentiation [16], the diameter of Circle A is a sign of the company's competitive
strength. It should be noted that the diameter of Circle A moves in a manner opposite
to that of the diameters of the other two circles.

Circle B pictures the customers' satisfaction in terms of the quantity, quality, price,
availability, and customer service provided by the manufacturer. Its diameter is set by
specificity of the customers' needs and wants. As the customers become more demanding
of the manufacturer, as their needs and wants are presented with increasingly tight
specifications, Circle B becomes smaller; its diameter narrows.

Circle C represents the benchmarks set by major competitors. As competitive standards
increase and benchmarks tighten, this diameter will become smaller.

The hatched area, the area common to the three circles, represents the manufacturer's
competitive advantage. In this area, the manufacturer's distinctive competencies and the
attnbutes of its product satisfy customer needs and wants and simultaneously equal or
surpass the benchmarks for quantity, quality, availability, service, and price set by major
competitors.

The dynamics of the marketplace, the forces of competition [17], can cause each circle
to move horizontally and vertically. Circle A, the manufacturer, may move to the right
as it strengthens its market orientation and increases customers' satisfaction. Circle A
may move downward as the manufacturer successfully broadens its product line and
develops new products. Circle B, the customers, may move to the right, away from the
manufacturer, with a shift toward substitute products and decreased loyalty to the
manufacturer's products. Of course, Circle B can also move to the left, into the
manufacturer's territory, with a growth in loyalty toward the manufacturer's products or
with less willingness to accept substitute products from competitors of the manufacturer.
But this move would not pose a problem to the manufacturer, but to the competition!
Circle B may move downward as customers gain competitive leverage, greater bargain
ing power into the market. Circle C, the competition, moves to the right as competitors
make advances in product or process technology favorable to the customers. Circle C may
move downward as key rivals of the manufacturer launch an attack on the manufacturer's
market position; competitive intensity increases.

Thus, there are three movements within the configuration of the three circles: horizontal,
vertical, and in the size of the diameter of the circles. If Circle A, the manufacturer,
does not move either horizontally, or vertically, and maintains the same level of com-
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petitive strength (the diameter), while either of the two other circles moves to the right
or downwards, the hatched area grows smaller and the manufacturer loses competitive
advantage. If none of the circles move horizontally to the right or downward, but if com
petitive benchmarks become tighter or if customer standards of need satisfuction become more
specific, again the hatched area of the manufacturer's competitive advantage grows smaller.

The movements of Circle B and Circle C may be gradual or abrupt, but the manufac
turer, Circle A, must recognize the movement. Unless the manufacturer has a strong
market orientation and an ongoing capacity to meet competitive benchmarks, there is the
threat of a fracture between the circles. The movements of the circles, B and C, and the
changing length of their diameters are signals of mandated change. In the face of the
threat of a fracture, of complete discontinuity, the manufacturer must give up degrees of
freedom in its strategy formulation and must accept the norms imposed upon it by
customers and competition.

The threat of discontinuity, the danger of losing profitable participation in the mar
ketplace, arises because manufacturers ignore one or more of the building blocks of
competitive advantage - targeted markets, effective use of time and information as re
SOUIreS, vigorous development of human resources, and a proactive manufacturing strategy.
This threat may precipitate a crisis following this scenario:

a. The perspective of top management becomes increasingly distorted and
increasingly blind to the external environment.

b. Top management focuses upon operational corrections and on the internal
environment of the firm and gives less attention to customers and general trends
affecting demand.

c. Top management's attention shifts to short term needs, cutting costs, and
reducing assets.

d. The emerging crisis causes some stakeholders, such as key suppliers or
creditors, to desert the firm.

e. The firm's resources become more constricted and constrained.

Defenses Against Discontinuity

The strategic alternative to such an inwardly-focused crisis scenario lies in having
defenses against the threat of discontinuity. These defenses are skill in scanning the
external environment of the firm, in tracking industry trends and competitive forces, and
in maintaining strategic "momentum,"-the ease and flexibility of adapting to environ
mental changes [11]. When a manufacturer is weak in these defenses or is complacent
about its position in the marketp1al.':e, it also is unprepared for the threat of discontinuity
and the concomitant decline in competitive advantage. It fails to see that its survival is
in jeopardy. It does not have a clear realization that it must accept changes mandated
by the environment which, in tum, mean that the firm must accept externally imposed
goals.
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The threat of discontinuity shows that competitive advantage can be lost Resistance
to or denial of mandated change will not restore competitive advantage: The threat of
discontinuity tells that competitive advantage is the key to success over an extended period
of time and that it can be built, maintained, and enhanced by [21]:

a. providing value to customers;
b. matching uniquely a company's resources and opportunities;
c. crafting the advantage so that it is not easily copied or imitated by competition;
d. founding it on the best industry practices worldwide;
e. giving continuous, ongoing renewal to distinctive competencies;
f. providing effective direction and motivation for the entire organization; and
g. propelling the company toward a truly integrated strategy.

One of the impacts of mandated change is to push competitive advantage with its
complex and multiple dimensions to the forefront of management thinking.

The American tire industry faced mandated change. Since 1979, domestic tire com
panies closed fifteen plants in the United States. By 1987, foreign tires represented 25
percent of the market, an increase in market share of 14 percent in seven years. The
demand for the industry's key product, bias-ply tires, declined 75 percent in ten years.
Using a new technology, radial tires had attained a threefold increase in service life.

Cooper Tire, the world's fourteenth largest tire company, aggressively sought to gain
competitive advantage while in the midst of threatening environmental changes. It did
not fall into a crisis mode of management It moved forward by:

a. improving customer service;
b. enhancing its computer applications to new product development, design, and

manufacturing;
c. modernizing and expanding its production facilities;
d. intensifying employee training programs at all levels; and
e. introducing four lines of high performance tires specifically fitted to various

segments of its customer market [8].

At Xerox Corporation, the original reprographic product patents were mnning out in
the mid-Seventies. The dominance once held by their copier products was being suc
cessfully challenged by a number of domestic and international competitors, each intent
on the enormous market Xerox had developed. Xerox market share was dropping dra
matically. Indeed, discontinuity had occurred, and Xerox was in danger of losing con
tact with its customers. Following a study of the situation, it was determined by objec
tive comparisons that Xerox was far from being competitive in any of the key perfor
mance areas that were vital to survival.

David T. Keams, Xerox CEO, announced the theme "Leadership Through Quality"
(L1'O) and 3et as his three goals: "breaking down the functional barriers between groups;
concentrating on the customer; and providing customer satisfaction" [14]. LTQ's two
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emphases were customer development and bringing suppliers up to world class quality
standards. Improvement in supplier-quality was important because 80 percent of manu
facturing cost pertained to purchased parts and components.

At first, Xerox refused to accept the notion that its copier family was not competitive
in the global marketplace. It suffered from "the denial syndrome." Following the catharsis
of facing hard evidence to the contrary, Xerox responded. In 1980, Xerox adapted the
idea of competitive benchmarking and sought internal performance standards. tightly
correlated to externally imposed performance targets. It then underwent a massive re
education of suppliers and employees at all levels. Six years after its acceptance of
externally imposed goals, Xerox was regaining market share, had reduced its costs, halved
its inventory, reduced external lead-times by two-thirds, improved the quality of supplier
parts, and cut equipment defects to one-eighth of their 1980 levels [9].

Taking the benchmarks as current targets, Xerox asserts that "If we don't happen to
the best in a particular area, everyone will know that we're making a hard run at it [5]."

In terms of the Venn diagram, Cooper Tire moved to the right by improving customer
service and moved downward by the introduction of four new lines of tires. It increased
its diameter, the symbol of distinctive competencies, by an improved information system,
modernized efficient plants, and by a very strong emphasis upon management and em
ployee training and development. In a similar manner we may interpret Xerox's strategic
moves as a horizontal move to the right when it began focusing upon the customers
and their satisfaction. Much of its efforts were devoted to increasing the diameter of
Circle A to overlap competitor benchmarks (Circle q.

Many suppliers to the automotive industry in the United States face mandated change
- the threat of discontinuity. Automobile companies have been tightening their standards
for quality, cost, and delivery time. In their streamlining, the automobile companies are
seeking longer-term contracts with fewer supplier companies and requiriDg them to provide
higher quality items at lower costs; they want ''total system suppliers." These are sup
pliers who fully understand their products and processes, efficiently design and develop
new products, control the quality and cost from raw materials to finished product, and
deliver the complete assembly on time. Some of the smaller suppliers may be at a
disadvantage compared to larger :firms in terms of carrying out research and development
and in engineering their products. On the other hand, smaller suppliers may have the
advantages of fleXIbility, innovation, adaptability, and strong leadership. "However, in order
to survive in the very severe competitive environment, it is most important that they utilize
their advantages to the fullest and also that they modify their organizations so as to meet
the new car makers' requirements" said Masanobu Myamoto, head of the purchasing
division at the Mazda assembly plant in Flat Rock, Michigan [12]. Myamoto's chal
lenge to an automotive supplier is to strengthen distinctive competencies (increase the
diameter of Circle A) while customers set more rigorous product specifications (a nar
rowing of the diameter of Circle B) and while competitor's establish higher benchmarks
(decreasing the diameter of Circle C).
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The first step in building a defense against the threat of discontinuity is an "here-and
now" assessment of the position of the manufacturer and its products in the marketplace.
Oment competencies and resources must be evaluated for strengths and weaknesses in
terms relative to customer satisfaction and competitors' benchmarks. Companies in the
mode of shock or retreat from mandated change will hesitate to make such an assessment
A judgment concerning current competitive advantage must be made, - honestly and
with integrity, and not with resistance, denial, or rosy optimism - if there is to be a
close correlation between internal standards of performance in manufacturing and distri
bution and the externally imposed norms of excellence.

Manufacturing companies must probe the total current and prospective resources and
capabilities to find potential sources of competitive strength. What are our present
competitive strengths? How large is the hatched area in the Venn diagram? How fast is
the size of the hatched area waning? What are the bases of our current advantages in
the marketplace? How well do we understand our customers' needs, their loyalty to us,
and the shifting patterns of need in the future? How fast are our customers streamlining
their operations and tightening their specifications? In which areas have competitors
established superior benchmarks pertaining to quality, service, delivery time, and cost?
What is the rate of improvement competitors are achieving for these benchmarks? Are
there signs of weakness or strain in the competitive positioning of our key rivals?

The following simple form (Figure 3) may assist in assessing the manufacturer's
competitive position. The form has a major limitation; it is time-static. It is simply a
single frame :from the motion picture of the market As such, the assessment should be
regularly repeated, to discover rates of changes in customer and competitor actions. More
detailed and arialytic approaches to the evaluation of the relative lengths of the diameters
of the circles in the Venn diagram (Figure 1) are Benchmarking [4] and Quality (Func
tion) Deployment [7]. These approaches facilitate the development of internal goals that
match those mandated externally.

The assessment of competitive position will moreover be pointless unless it is imme
diately followed by a strong, positive commitment to formulate and to carry out a well
conceived strategy with a thrust toward improvement The initial assessment is but a
first step. To be useful to the manufacturer, it must galvanize the organization, as a whole,
to effective action. The first steps must be quickly following by a well-articulated
statement of intentions for improvement.

Mandated change challenges each manufacturer to judge the size of the hatched area
in the Venn diagram (Figure 1), to assess whether the area is growing or shrinking, and
express poweIfully and clearly to all within the organization its commitment to enlarge
it in the face of worldwide competition.
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Figure 3
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Companies that can enhance their competitive advantage are those that, in response to
the threat of discontinuity or rapidly changing environmental factors:

a. are aware that changes are taking place;
b. are able to face the arenas that must be change - sometimes radically - and

have the will to act;
c. are able to assess logically the various consequences for the company;
d. recognize that time and infonnation are key resources and sources of distinctive

competencies for the competitive struggle.
e. can develop an overall strong commitment, discipline, and focus for what the

business is to do and how it will best do it;
f. can formulate a clear strategy based upon well-thought concepts of quality,

efficiency, and customer service;
g. can mobilize the organization's resources through leadership, decisiveness, and

communications, so that people at all levels within the organization, know,
understand, and accept wholeheartedly the strategy;

h. is able to achieve full integration of functions and tasks across functional
departments.

The integration of proactive marketing and manufacturing strategies is necessary to give
a manufacturer the capability to move horizontally toward customers and to move
downward to meet or exceed competitive benchmarks (See Figure 1). Mandated change
cannot be faced by partial effort. Discontinuity is too serious a threat to survival not to
be confronted by the holistic formulation and implementation of strategy.

Implementation of such a strategy will depend on activities that facilitate, encourage,
and reward effective interaction among all functional areas. Information, influence, and
support must flow abundantly among the functions of finance, research and development,
engineering, manufacturing, and marketing. It will require managers in each area who
regard the others as equals and capable of making strategic contributions to areas other
than their owo. It calls for managers with determination, vision, and the capacity to
maintain a focused effort over a long time, and often in the face of organizational resis
tance.

Conclusion

There is a Chinese maxim: ''Unless we change direction, we are likely to end up where
we are headed." Manufacturers confronted by mandated change and the threat of dis
continuity in the marketplace must change direction. A manufacturer may no longer say:
''We make and sell what we are good at." The drastic transformation worldwide indus
try dramatically shows manufacturers that they must accept the view that what is "good"
is determined by the present and future expectations of customers and the benchmarks
set by worldwide competitors. Manufacturers are challenged to develop a new integra
tion of perspective, thinking, shared values, leadership, and strategy.
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lbis paper proposes that the first steps in setting a new direction are: (a) an under
standing of the ideas of mandated change and marketplace discontinuity, (b) an assessment
of the manufacturers' current and future competitive position in terms of customer services,
quality, and production methods, and (c) a commitment to the formulation and imple
mentation of a plan of action that integrates marketing and manufacturing strategies.

The interrelationships and interdependencies between and among components of a
manufacturer's business-level strategy, manufacturing strategy, and marketing strategy may
be complex. Properly linked these components can enhance distinctive competencies and
provide strategic opportunities.

A specific manufacturer seeking to move in a new direction will have to explore many
subtle interrelationships peculiar to the business; these are not covered by this paper. Some
of the questions which a specific situation may call to the fore are such as the following.
How does a manufacturer confronting mandated change achieve both focus and fleXIbility?
How does each of the building blocks of competitive advantage-targeted markets, the
effective use of time and information as strategic resources, a new thrust toward human
resource development, and a proactive manufacturing strategy-contribute to a firm's
distinctive competencies? How may the concepts of customer orientation, product devel
opment and improvement, and distinctive competencies be quantified, so as to provide a
sharper tool for the analysis of changes in competitive advantage? How is an assessment
of customer service, quality, and production methods converted into effective action in
the marketplace? These and related questions open areas for research in the strategic
management of manufacturing firms.

While this paper does not attempt to answer the particular challenges facing a specific
manufacturer, it may provide useful hints to one seeking competitive advantage while
facing mandated change.
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